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CLUSTER VALUES OF BOUNDED ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS(')
BY

T. W. GAMELIN

Abstract. Let D be a bounded domain in the complex plane, and let f

belong to the topological boundary 3Z) of D. We prove two theorems

concerning the cluster set Cl(/, f ) of a bounded analytic function / on D.

The first theorem asserts that values in Cl(/, f) \/(LUf) are assumed in-

finitely often in every neighborhood of f, with the exception of those lying

in a set of zero analytic capacity. The second asserts that all values in

Cl(/, Í) \/(9tlt n supp X) are assumed infinitely often in every neighbor-

hood of f, with the exception of those lying in a set of zero logarithmic

capacity. Here 91Lf is the fiber of the maximal ideal space 91L(£>) of H°°(D)

lying over f, LU f is the Shilov boundary of the fiber algebra, and X is the

harmonic measure on 911 (Z»).

1. Introduction and statement of results. The cluster set of fat f, denoted by

Cl(/, £), consists of all complex numbers w for which there is a sequence

z„ £ D satisfying zn -» f and f(z„) -» w. The range of f at f, denoted by

R (/» ?)> consists of all complex numbers w for which there is a sequence

z„ E D satisfying z„ -» £ and/(z„) = w. If S is a subset of 377, then Cls(/, f )

is defined to be the set of all complex numbers w for which there exist f„ £ S

and wn E Cl(/, £„) satisfying £„ -> f and w„ -» w. Evidently

cis(/,ir)cci(/,0-

In the case that S coincides with (37>) \ {£}, the set Cls(/, £) coincides

with the classical boundary cluster set of / at f. The Iversen-Gross Theorem

[11, p. 14] asserts that the boundary cluster set of / at £ includes the

topological boundary of Cl(/, £)• Furthermore, points of

Cl(/,0\CW{i }(/,£)

either belong to R(f, £) or are asymptotic values of/at f (or both).

A number of cluster value theorems have appeared since the work of

I versen (1915) and Gross (1918). The main theorem of interest to us was

proved by M. Tsuji in 1943 [12, Theorem VIII. 41]. It asserts that if F is a

subset of 37) of zero (outer) logarithmic capacity, and f £ F, then the set

w ci(/,r)\[ci(3Z)),£(/,ouF(/,n]
has zero logarithmic capacity. A related result, due to A. J. Lohwater [9],
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asserts that if D is the open unit disc A in the complex plane, if £ is a subset

of dD of zero (outer) length, and if £ G E, then the set (*) again has zero

logarithmic capacity. The crucial feature of these theorems is that the excep-

tional set E is required to have zero harmonic measure.

More recently, M. Weiss [13] has studied cluster value theory from the

point of view of Banach algebras. He proves that if ¿" G 3A, Ulf is the "fiber"

over £ of the Shilov boundary of 77°°(A) and/ G //°°(A), then

ci(/,£)\[/(uJf)u/?(/,*•)]

has zero logarithmic capacity. From the discussion of Hœ(A) as a Banach

algebra given in [8], it is clear that f(Hlt) is included in C1(3A)V£(/, ?)

whenever E has zero length, so that the Weiss Theorem includes the

Lohwater Theorem.

Our aim is to cast the Tsuji Theorem in a Banach algebra setting, by

finding an appropriate extension to arbitrary domains of the Weiss Theorem.

One of the extensions (Theorem 1.3), when reinterpreted in the classical

setting, will yield a slightly sharpened form (Corollary 1.4) of the Tsuji

Theorem, which will be valid for bounded analytic functions.

In order to state the results, we introduce some notation. For a more

detailed exposition of this circle of ideas, and for precise references, see [2]

and [5].

The domain D can be regarded as an open subset of the maximal ideal

space 9IL(7?) of HM(D). We will regard the functions in HCC(D) as being

continuous functions on 'Oïi(D). [For our purposes, we could take 911(7)) to

be any compactification of D of which HIX>(D) separates points]. The

coordinate function z extends to a map Z: 91L(D)-» D, and Z serves to

identify D with an open subset of 9H(D). The fiber Z "'({£}) over ? G 3D is

denoted by 91tj(I>) = 91tf. The Cluster Value Theorem of [3] asserts that

Cl(/, f ) = /03Hf) for all f E Hco(D) and £ G3£>. The fiber algebra
HM(D)\^L is a closed subalgebra of C(9Hj) whose maximal ideal space is

9îlj, and whose Shilov boundary will be denoted by \ñt. If f is an essential

boundary point of D, then 111 t coincides with the intersection of 911^ and the

Shilov Boundary LU(Z5) of HX(D). A well-known principle of Banach alge-

bra theory asserts that /( 111 r) includes the topological boundary of/(91tj), so

that /CDlLj) X/illlj) is an open subset of C. Our first result is the following.

1.1 Theorem. /// G /7°°(Z>) and £ G 37), thenf(^Le) \ [f(W() U /?(/, D]
has zero analytic capacity.

Theorem 1.1 is a straightforward consequence of the fact that the local

behavior of 'Üt(D) depends only on the local configuration of D. The proof

is given in §2.

Recall that the Ahlfors function G of D, depending on the point z0 G D, is
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the extremal function for the problem of maximizing \f'(z0)\ among all

/ £ Heo(D) satisfying |/| < 1; G is normalized so that G'(z0) > 0, and then

G is unique. If £ is an essential boundary point of D, then \G\ = 1 on LUf.

Furthermore, either

(1.1) lim   \G(z)\ = 1

or

(1.2) Cl( G, S ) = A   (= closed unit disc).

S. Ya. Havinson [7, Theorem 28] has proved that G assumes all values in A,

with the possible exception of a subset of A of zero analytic capacity. From

Theorem 1.1 we conclude the following sharper version of Havinson's Theo-

rem.

1.2 Corollary. Let G be the Ahlfors function of D, and let £ be an essential

boundary point of D for which (1.2) is valid. Then values in A are assumed

infinitely often by G in every neighborhood of f, with the exception of those lying

in a set of zero analytic capacity.

Corollary 1.2, and also Theorem 1.1, are sharp. To see this, let W be a

domain of "type 7," obtained from the open unit disc by excising the origin

together with a sequence of disjoint closed subdiscs with centers on the

positive real axis converging to 0. Let F be the Ahlfors function of W

corresponding to a point on the negative real axis, so that F has the symmetry

property

(1.3) F(z) = Fjz),      zEW.

A straightforward application of Lindelöf's Theorem shows that F can have

at most one asymptotic value at 0, and (1.3) shows that this value must be

real: it is limx_,0_F(x). By the Iverson-Gross Theorem cited earlier the range

of F at 0 includes all w E A with a nonzero imaginary part. On the other

hand, it is known that F increases from -1 to +1 along the real interval

connecting any two adjacent holes of W. We conclude that

F (F, 0) = A.

Now let S be any relatively closed subset of A of zero analytic capacity, and

set D = W\ F~X(S). Since F~X(S) has zero analytic capacity, it is totally

disconnected, and D is a domain. The natural restriction 77°°(W)^> 77°°(7>)

is an isometric isomorphism which induces a natural homeomorphism of

9t(W) and 9t(£>). The Ahlfors function G of D is the restriction of F to D.

It satisfies

G(%))\[G(\U0)u R(G,0)] = S.
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In other words, any relatively closed subset of A of zero analytic capacity can

occur as the exceptional set of Corollary 1.2.

The author does not know whether Theorem 1 or its corollary can be

improved upon in the case that every boundary point of D is essential.

The statement of the second main result requires more definitions and

notation.

The measure d9 on 3 A has a natural lift to a measure on 911(A), which will

be denoted by dQ. The Shilov boundary of //"(A) coincides with the closed

support of dQ.

Let it: A-*D denote the universal covering map. Then it extends to a

continuous map from 911(A) to 9H(£)), and this extension is also denoted by

it. The measure X = ir*(dQ/2ir) is called the harmonic measure on 9H(£>) for

the point z0 = ir(0). The class of mutual absolute continuity of X does not

depend on the specific choice of it or z0, nor does the closed support supp X

of X. Furthermore, supp X includes U1(D), so that

/(9!tf)\[/(91tf nsuPPA)u R{f,n] c/(9ltj)\[/(uit)u *(/,£)]•

Our second theorem is the following.

1.3 Theorem. /// G 7/°°(Z>) and f G 3Z>, then the set

f(%)\[f(yir n supp A) u /?(/,£)]

has zero logarithmic capacity.

Theorem 1.3 will be proved in §4.

In the case of the unit disc, X coincides with dQ/2ir, so that 9!tf n supp X

coincides with 111^. Theorem 1.3 is then a direct generalization of the Weiss

Theorem.

Theorem 1.3 can be reinterpreted in terms of various concrete

cluster sets. As noted earlier, /(9lti) coincides with Cl(/, £). To reinterpret

/(91tj. n supp X), we give some definitions which are based on [4, p. 394].

For 0 < 9 < 2m, the image under the universal covering map it of the

interval {re'9: 0 < r < 1} is called a conformai ray and denoted by ye. Let

/ G /7°°(/)). If Q is a subset of 37), then the essential cluster set of f along

conformai rays terminating in Q, denoted by Clr(/, Q), consists of those

complex numbers w with the following property: For each e > 0, there is a

set of conformai rays of positive measure (with respect to the parameter 9),

each of which terminates at a point of Q, and along each of which / has a

limit within e of w. Let As denote the open disc of radius 5 centered at £. The

set

0-4) ncir(/,A.an30)
5>0

is then a closed subset of the boundary cluster set of/at f. Theorem 2.3 of [4]
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shows that the set (1.4) coincides with /(91tf D supp X), that is, (1.4) is the

desired "classical" reinterpretation of /(91tj n supp X).

Now the projection Z*(X) of the measure X onto D coincides with the

harmonic measure ¡i on 37» for z0E D (cf. [4, Lemma 2.1]). Consequently a

Borel subset F of 37) which has zero harmonic measure corresponds to a

subset Z " '(F) n supp X which has no relative interior in supp X. This

observation leads immediately to the following version of Tsuji's Theorem,

which includes also the Lohwater Theorem.

1.4 Corollary. Letf E H°°(D), let f £ 37), and let E be a Borel subset of

37) of zero harmonic measure. Then

ci(/,o\[cw*(/,ouf(/,o]
has zero logarithmic capacity.

The example constructed earlier can be used to show that Theorem 1.3 is

also sharp. Indeed, if the set S of the example is taken to have zero

logarithmic capacity, then the harmonic measure X on 911(7)) coincides with

the harmonic measure on ^t(W) via the natural identification 911(7)) s

^ft(W). Furthermore, the Ahlfors function G of D is unimodular on supp X,

so that

G(%)\[(7(%nsuppA)u R(G,0)] = S.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Since Theorem 1.1 is trivially valid when ? is an

inessential boundary point of D, we assume that f is an essential boundary

point of D.

The inessential boundary points of 7> form a set of zero analytic capacity,

across which all functions in H°°(D) extend analytically. By adjoining this set

to D, we increase F (/, f ) by at most a set of zero analytic capacity.

Consequently we can assume that every boundary point of T> is essential.

For rS > 0, let As denote the open disc centered at f with radius 8. Then

(2.1) F(/,r)= n/(önAs).
«>o

Now suppose that/CDltf) \ [/(UIf) U R(f, $)] has positive analytic capac-

ity. From (2.1) it follows that /(9Hf)\[/(UIf) u /(7> n As)] has positive

analytic capacity for some 8 > 0. There is then a compact subset F of/(9]Lf)

such that

(2.2) F has positive analytic capacity,

(2.3) F is at a positive distance from/(LU¡),   and

(2.4) E does not meet f(D n As).

The closure of f(D n Aa) includes Cl(/, f ) = /(91tf). Hence (2.4) shows that

F is nowhere dense inf(cdtt). Since/(111 ►) includes the topological boundary
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of /(9ltf), the set/(91Lj)\/(UJf) is an open subset of the complex plane C,

and hence

(2.5) E is nowhere dense in C.

On account of (2.2) and (2.3) there is a bounded analytic function g onC \ E

which satisfies

(2.6) |S(*)|<1.      zEC\E,

(2.7) limsup|g(z)| = l,
z-tE

(2-8) \g(z)\< 1/4,       zEf(Ulr).

On account of (2.4), the function g ° / is defined and analytic on D n Ai(

and satisfies | g ° /| < 1 there.

Now choose a sequence znEC\E such that |g(z„)|-»l. Then {zn}

accumulates on E, so that eventually z„ G/(9lLf) = Cl(/, £)• Consequently

there are ^efln A6 such that £„„,-»•£ as m -» oo, while /(fBm) -* zn.

Hence (g » f)(Çnm) -*f(z„) as «i -» oo. Letting n -» oo, we conclude that

(2.9) Hm sup   |(go/)(z)| = l.
0nâ432-»f

By [3, Lemma 1.1], there exist F G H°°(D) and h E //°°(Z) n A4) such

that n is analytic at f, «(f) = 0, and g ° h = F + h. From (2.9) we obtain

(2.10) limsup|F(z)| = 1.
D3z-*i

Let <p G Ulf. Then there is a net {za} in D which converges to <p. In the

topology of C, za converges to f, so that F(za) - g(f(zj) -* 0, and ^((p) =

g(f(cp)). From (2.8) we obtain ^(«p)! < I, this for all <p G UIf. Since Ulf is the

Shilov boundary of the fiber algebra, |.F| < i on 9Rj. This contradicts (2.10).

The theorem is established.

3. The space of bounded harmonic functions on D. For the purposes of

proving Theorem 1.3, it will be convenient to replace 91L(7>) by an ap-

propriate compactification S(Z)) of D, and to redefine À as a measure on

S(Z>).
The space of complex-valued bounded harmonic functions on D will be

denoted by BH(Z>). The smallest compactification of D to which all the

functions in BH(D) extend continuously will be denoted by 2(Z)). Then

£(D) can be obtained from the Stone-Cech compactification of D by

identifying pairs of points identified by BH(£>).

In this section we will establish a "localization" result, Theorem 3.6, for

£(£>). Most of the material preliminary to this result is well known. For a

detailed treatment of various compactifications of Riemann surfaces, see [1].

The closure of D in 9H(Z>) is obtained from S(Z)) by identifying pairs of

points which are identified by Ha>(D). In the case of the open unit disc A,
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S (A) coincides with 911(A). Indeed Carleson's Corona Theorem asserts that A

is dense in 9H(A). Since every real-valued function u E BH(A) is of the form

u = log|/| for some/ £ Hec(D), the functions in 77°°(A) already separate the

points of S (A), and hence 2(A) = 911(A).

If n is an analytic map from a domain D' to D, then h extends to a

continuous map from 2.(7)') to 2(7>). In particular, the universal covering

map it: A -> D extends to a continuous map,

w:9H(A)->2(Z)).

For w £ A, let mw be the lift to 911(A) of the usual Poisson representing

measure for w. If z £ D satisfies ir(z) = w, then Xz = ir*(mw) is the harmonic

measure on 2(7)) for z. It is easy to check that the measure X2 does not

depend on the choice of z £ 77_1(iv). Furthermore,

u(z) = judX2,      zED,uEBH(D).

Since the m» are all mutually absolutely continuous with respect to d®, the Xt

are all mutually absolutely continuous. When we are concerned only with the

class of mutual absolute continuity of X¿, we will abbreviate Xz to X.

3.1 Lemma. The correspondence

u -» ü,       ü(z) = j udXz,

determines an isometric isomorphism of L°°(X) and BH(7>). Consequently

7°°(A) « C (supp A) as BH(7>).

Furthermore, the closed support supp X of X is homeomorphic to the maximal

ideal space 2(A) of 7°°(A).

Proof. Every function in BH(7>) is the Poisson integral of a continuous

function on supp X with the same norm. On the other hand, if u £ L°°(A) is

arbitrary, then u £ BH(7>), so that u and (the extension of) « have the same

Poisson integrals. It suffices then to show that if m £ 7°°(A) satisfies £1 = 0,

then « = 0 a.e. (dX).

Suppose u £ L°°(A) satisfies « = 0. Then u ° it E L°°(d®) satisfies

/ (u » it)dmw = j ud\M = 0,       w E A.

By a classical result [8], u ° it = 0 a.e. (dQ). Hence u — 0 a.e. (dX).   Q.E.D.

From Lemma 3.1 it follows that supp A is the Choquet boundary of

BH(T>). Furthermore A is a normal measure on supp A. In fact, A is char-

acterized, up to mutual absolute continuity, as the normal measure on the

Choquet boundary of BH(Z)) whose closed support coincides with the

Choquet boundary.

Roughly the same state of affairs holds if D is any bounded open set. If

77,, D2,... are the constituent components of D, then 2(7>y) can be regarded
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as a clopen subset of &(/-)). If Xj is the harmonic measure on 2(7),), then the

measure A = 2A7/27 can be referred to as the harmonic measure on S(D).

Again there are isometric isomorphisms

C(supp A) = LM(X) = BH(/>),

and a homeomorphism supp A = 2{dX).

Redefine Z to be the extension of the coordinate function z to &(£>), so

that Z maps 2(D) onto D. As noted earlier, Z*(A2) coincides with the

harmonic measure ft, on 3D for z E D. Since the set R of regular boundary

points of D has full harmonic measure, the set Z-I(/Î) c 2(D) has full

A-measure. In particular, we obtain the following.

3.2 Lemma. Let R be the set of regular boundary points of D. Then

Z "'(/?) n supp A is dense in supp A.

Let £ G37). The fiber 2j(D), or 2f, is defined to be the set of all

ç Ë â(D) such that Z(<p) = £:

2j = Z-'({n)ca(fl).

3.3 Lemma. Let £ be a regular boundary point of D. Let u G BH(D), and let

p be a strictly positive continuous function on 2(D) such that \u\ < p on 2f.

Then there is v E BH(D) such that \v\ < p on 2(D), while v = u on 2f.

Proof. By Lemma 6.1 of [6] (which stems from a classical construction of

Keldysh and Bishop), it suffices to show that there is a sequence {u„) in

BH(D) and M > 0 such that \un\ < M for all n, u„ = u on 2f, and {«„}

converges uniformly to zero on each subset of D at a positive distance from £.

Define t/„ G BH(D) by

u„(z) = / udXz,       zED,

where 5 = 1/n, and A6 is the open disc of radius 5 centered at £. The estimate

\un\ < ||u|| is immediate.

Since f is regular, the harmonic measures p2 on dD for z cluster at the point

mass at £ as z G D tends to f. Since Z*{XZ) = ¡xz, the measures X2 cluster

towards measures on the fiber 2j as z G Z) tends to £. Consequently

-«(*)-«(*)-(   ,,,,     "A
•/z-1(^\Ai)

tends to zero as z G D approaches £. Hence w, = w on 2f.

An elementary estimate on harmonic measure shows that /x7(AÄ) tends to

zero uniformly on each subset of D at a positive distance from f. Conse-

quently {un} tends to zero uniformly on each such set.   Q.E.D.

3.4 Corollary. If Ç is a regular boundary point of D, then the restriction
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space BH(77)|2  is a closed subspace of C(2¿) whose Choquet boundary is

2j D supp A.

The next lemma shows that the fiber 2f depends only on the local

configuration of 77 near £.

3.5 Lemma. Let f £37), let U be an open neighborhood of f, and let

u E BH(T> n U). Then there exists v E BH(T>) such that v — u extends

harmonically to a neighborhood of f.

Proof. Let g be a smooth function supported on a compact subset of U,

such that g = 1 near f. Declare u to be zero off 77 n U, and define

V(Z) = U(z)g(z) - JL ¡¡u(w)(Ag)(w)l0gy^ds dt

+ ±//«(*) T~ (w)-7 + T" (w)-7
9*        |w - z|2      9v        |w - z|2

ds dt,

where w = j + //. Then v satisfies the differential equation At) = gA« in the

sense of distributions. It is easy to check (cf. [10]) that v has the desired

properties.   Q.E.D.

3.6 Theorem. Let U be an open subset of C. Then the inclusion D n U -» D

induces a homeomorphism

(3.1) 2t(7> n!/)= 2j(Z>),   a// ? £377 n U.

Furthermore, the natural map

(3.2) 2(7) n í/)nz-1((7n37))^2(7))nz-1(í7n37))

is a homeomorphism. The restriction to Z~\U (~l 37>) of the harmonic measure

on 2(77 n t/) corresponds to a measure which is mutually absolutely continuous

with the restriction to Z~l(U f~l 377) of the harmonic measure on 2(77).

Proof. The inclusion 77 n U-* 77 induces a continuous map 2f (77 n Í/)

-»2^(7)), which identifies points of 2^(77 n U) which are identified by

BH(77). By Lemma 3.5, no such identification occurs, so the fibers are

homeomorphic. The map given by (3.2) is then a homeomorphism.

The homeomorphism of fibers induces an isomorphism

BH(77nt/)|2{(flnt/)SSBH(77)|2{(ß).

In particular, the Choquet boundaries of these restriction spaces correspond

to each other under the fiber homeomorphism.

It will be convenient henceforth to identify 2^(7) n U) and 2i(77) via

(3.1), for S E U n 37).

Since the Wiener criterion is local, the point f £ U n 377 is a regular

boundary point of 77 if and only if it is a regular boundary point of 77 n U.
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In this case, Lemma 3.4 (which applies, even if D n U is not connected)

shows that the supports for the harmonic measures on 2(D n U) and 2(D)

meet the fiber over f in the same set. Lemma 3.2 then shows that the supports

of the harmonic measures meet Z~X{D n U) in the same set. Since both

measures are normal measures on extremely disconnected spaces, their re-

strictions to Z~X(D n U) must be mutually absolutely continuous. Q.E.D.

Note again that the hypothesis that D be connected is irrelevant, providing

harmonic measure is defined as indicated earlier.

4. Proof of Theorem 13. Since 2f is obtained from the subset of 9Hf

adherent to D by identifying those pairs of points which are identified by

Hœ(D), and since the harmonic measure on 911(D) is collapsed to the

harmonic measure on 2(D) under this identification, it suffices to prove that

/(2f)\[/(2jnsuppA)u R(f,S)]

has zero logarithmic capacity whenever/ G //°°(D).

Suppose, on the contrary, that this statement fails for certain / and f. Then

there exist a disc A5 centered at f with radius 5 and a compact set

Ecf(Zs)\f(ZsnsvppX),

such that E has positive logarithmic capacity, while

(4.1) E n/(A5nD) = 0.

Let « be a real-valued harmonic function onC\£ such that

« < 0   on C \ E,       lim supu(z) = 0.
z-*E

On account of (4.1) the function v = u » f is well defined and harmonic on

D nAs.
Choose w,£C\£ such that u(wn) -» 0. Now £ is a compact subset of the

interior Cl(/, £)• Consequently for n large, there is z„ near f such that/(zn) is

near w„. In this manner we obtain a sequence {z„} in D such that z„ -» £ and

u(f(zn)) -» 0. In other words,

(A<y\ lim supt>(z) = 0.

Let (p G 2¿ n supp A. Suppose {za) is a net in D n Aa which converges in

the topology of 2(D n Aä) to <p. Setting

a = sup{w(z): z G/(2f n supp A)] < 0,

we obtain

v(<p) = lim «(/(*„)) ««(/(?))< a.
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Consequently

(4.3) v < a <0   on 2f n supp A.

Note that 2f n supp A refers here both to a subset of 2f (D) and a subset of

2f (77 n Afi). This is permitted, on account of the identification furnished by

Theorem 3.6.

Suppose fis a regular boundary point of 77. From (4.3) and Lemma 3.4 we

conclude that v < a < 0 on 2f. This contradicts (4.2), and the theorem is

established for regular boundary points.

Suppose that f is an irregular boundary point of 77. In this case, {f} is a

connected component of 377; in fact, Beurling's condition for regular

boundary points [12] shows that for arbitrarily small values of 5, the

boundary 3AS of A4 is contained in 77. By shrinking F and choosing a small,

appropriate 5 > 0, we can make the following further assumptions:

(4.4) Fn/(3A5) = 0,

(4.5) F n fi% n supp A) = 0   for all | £ As n 377.

Now v = wfis harmonic on às n 77. As before, (4.5) shows that

sup{t>(<p): <p £ Z~'(AS) n supp A} < 0,

while from (4.4) we obtain

sup{u(z): z £3Aa} < 0.

Consequently there is a constant b < 0 such that v < b on the closed support

of the harmonic measure for 2(77 n A5). It follows that v < b < 0 on

77 n A5. This contradicts (4.2), so that the theorem is also established for

irregular boundary points.   Q.E.D.
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